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“I finally understood
the meaning of my existence.”
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In the hot summer of 2017, I was put at 
the helm of this spaceship flanked by 
Giovanni Lapadula and Raffaele Patella 
and since then, we never stopped 
thinking, solving, studying, and producing 
what is best for humanity most of which 
concern our health which I think it is the 
most urgent sector to solve on the planet.most urgent sector to solve on the planet.

Everyday we imagine, we think of people, 
and we devolop the ideas that seem best 
and combine plasma technology with 
daily use products such as: Plasma Eye and 
Migraine Masks, Plasma Insoles, Plasma 
T-Shirts, Plasma Hand Soap, the Magrav 
Alkalizer and Energizer, and soon we will 
alsoalso offer new solutions in the organic and 
vegan sector like shampoo and gel 
sanitizing which will join the historical and 
timeless Pain Pen and Pain Pad.

As initially implied, this is not about selling 
products and waiting for a compensation, 
but it is about changing the life of 
humanity, the world, and its history, and 
this gratifies us. Entering people's homes
changingchanging the fields around the 
enviroment with our products and  
knowing that who is using them is 
recieving benefits is for us the best 
compensation ever. 

This technology, is great even now that is 

still at the beginning and we can only 
imagine what will come next considering 
that this technology represents a radical 
development for broad-spectrum 
well-being and that the interlocutor to 
whom we address is always the same:
The whole world.

Sorry, I have not yet presented myself. 
I am Giuseppe Lanotte, factory manager 
of the Keshe Foundation Italy which today 
represents an international reference 
point for the development of new 
scientific knowledge, technologies and 
solutions to the main global problems 
suchsuch as famine, lack of water, lack of 
electricity, climate change and diseases.

Before joining the Foundation, I have 
always promised to myself that I wanted 
to do something big and essential for 
humanity to payback the miracle I have 
received. I never thought I could be so 
deeply involved in something that really is 
changing the history.

WhenWhen I first came into the foundation for 
obvious reasons in 2016, I immediately 
felt a sense of love and welcomed from 
Mr. Keshe, Caroline and the rest of the 
team who patiently taught me how to 
take the first steps.

II was never treated and never felt like a 
normal employee, but part of a big family 
going to the same direction.

OneOne thing that mostly left me speechless 
is that Mr Keshe, prefers to have lunch 
break with his team without creating the 
wall between employee and employer. All 
these aspects contribute to making the 
workplace positive and increasing 
productivity, with beneficial consequences 
for the whole team.for the whole team.

“After recovering from an 8 months coma caused by a bad car 
accident, I finally understood the meaning of my existence.”

by Giuseppe Lanotte
Keshe Foundation Manufacturing
Italy



UPDATES
FROM CHINESE
RESEARCH TEAM
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On 14th of July an important message from Mehran T. 
Keshe was sent to all Knowledge Seekers around the world:

“Would like to ask for all those around the world who 
have a dynamic star formation to run them from Monday 
6 AM CST (China Standard Time) UTC+8 or from 00:00 
CEST which is exact midnight between Sunday and 
Monday [16th of July] by time in Rome, Italy. 

WWe are going for the test of space lift and motion in 
China from that time and need to harmonize the fields. 
This will be like when we stopped the motor in Italy and 
when we achieved 129 Tesla.  We need the collective 
consciousness of the mankind of the change to come. 
And that we collectively make the effort and support 
Chinese team.”

EveryEvery team has put their star formations in function at exactly 
same time and keeps them active since, with one purpose: 
joining their souls as one nation to bring advancement to 
human race. There are many ways you can step in as well, to 
harmonize the fields and embrace the change to come. With a 
star formation reactors system or with the soul interaction. 

Your intention, thoughts and love will elevate the soul of Man 
and together we will soon greet peacefully and in the ethos of 
Universal Community our friends from outer space.

Continuing the project, on 19th of July 2018 a live broadcast 
for the progress of the Chinese Keshe Foundation Research 
team has been shown, as a result of the collective 
consciousness. 

““We are proud to announce that Keshe Foundation China 
spaceship team has managed to achieve plasma ignition 
and creation of motion of internal systems through free 
plasma production. We are recording voices of the system 
in trying to communicate.”

M. T. KESHE
Thursday, 19th of July 2018

THANK YOU FOR ALL YOUR SUPPORT
AND COLLECTIVE WORK!

IS YOUR STAR FORMATION RUNNING?

Harmonize the fields as One Planet, One Nation, OneRace



UPDATES FROM
ARIZONA

by Jon Bliven
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In Arizona it seems like the pace of 
activity has sped up. With each passing 
day our testing and understandings are 
stretched further. We have so many 
spinning reactors going at our factory that 
if you did not know what we are doing 
one might think we were nuts. Our belief 
inin the technology and the work of the 
foundation keeps us moving continually 
forward. We have had a primary focus on 
trying different ways to capture or hold on 
to a neutron and then have that neutron 
interface with the reactors to open up the 
plasma field. This is how we are working 
to cto create a spaceship.

In addition to creating the free neutron 
we have been doing many experiments to 
create the crystallization structure with 
various GANS. This is where the salt-water 
environment is important in that much 
like a small cell the GANS can begin a 
growth of a crystal structure. Even within 
thisthis structure of the various GANS, there 
are many forms crystal structures can take 
place and we hope in the future we can 
understand this better. The crystal 
structure even in the Nano state allows for 
the creator to infuse the material with a 
memory. 

We must remember that the water can 
carry a memory also. We have created a 
carbon GANS with a crystaline structure 
and we have learned that this will be very 
useful with tomorrow’s future
communications.communications. In the 231th 
knowledge seekers workshop 
(https://youtu.be/rxJpG60itow) 
starting around 57 minutes we talk about 
the work we are doing. A little further 
along Mehran T. Keshe states:

This goes back to understanding the 
structure of the amino acids, where 
we talk about the carbon, hydrogen, 
nitrogen, and oxygen where oxygen 
is the gravitational field holding 
things together, where hydrogen is 
the energy supplier, nitrogen is 
bringingbringing of the whole structure to be 
able to transfer, and carbon is the link 
of the connections between all the 
elements. So if you go back in 
understanding this and 
understanding that if you have, as 
you said the amino acid or the amino 
acidacid of the physicality of the man 
added to this process then  existence 
and the presence of the carbon 
crystals is part of the communication 
lines between the captain and the 
man who controls and the energy 
production. The existence of these 
crystalscrystals initially and from the 
beginning was set out for this effect. 
[...] Carbon crystals is the current 
connection between the cells. [...] It is 
the remote-control connection and it 
is instantaneous. [...] These carbon 
crystals in the plasma condition are 
[...][...] part of your Zero-time 
communication. 

We also started looking into water 
purification devices using plasma balls to 
structure the memory of the water as well 
as purify the waters. We used plasma balls 
configured in a double starship 
configuration to restructure and energize 
the water. Preliminary testing looks 
encouraging,encouraging, but we still have a way to 
go. See video here of our test model  
https://youtu.be/xD1f-88lJv4 and a 
second where we increase the surface 
tension of the water to allow a copper 
wire to float on the top of the water. 
https://youtu.be/tAnWHBOXF_A 

It is interesting to note that all our gans 
that we created also has this surface 
tension to float a small wire. This helps 
validate the addition and benefits of 
adding CO2 gans water to assist river 
water.

WhenWhen the surface tension of the water is 
increased the water can allow the healing 
energies of the sun and the atmosphere 
to oxygenate the water and the memory 
of the water helps assist other molecules 
in the river to also change. 

WWe know that there are many ways 
coming forward with the technology to 
correct many challenges facing our world. 
It is our hope that we can best use the 
technology to create the best solutions 
that will be of the biggest benefit for all. 
The spaceship will open many doors and 
we continue to actively pursue a solution. we continue to actively pursue a solution. 



END OF 2nd TRIMESTER
27th July 2018
A big THANK YOU to all you wonderful Knowledge Seekers around the World!

THANK YOU to all beautiful students of the 
Keshe Foundation Spaceship Institue!

We can be proud of ourselves and all we have given during this last trimester, 
“like a single cell within an even bigger entity” we achieved so much:

• We have come far – with many ups and downs.
• We achieved more awareness - to what global peace really means to us.
• We found love & friendship - towards each other and ourselves.
• We are on the road to discover our Souls and our connection to
everything around us.
• We support and encourage each other in our studies and experiments.
•• We realize that we are still learning: to accept each other, evolve our Souls 
and forgive mistakes.

• The numbers of students who became class teachers in different languages
has increased.
• The numbers of active and acknowledged workshop teachers has increased.
• The distribution team is being looked after and been given advice beautifully.
• Dedicated transcribers and translators have given their time and love
to spread the knowledge.
•• Knowledge Seekers have been sharing their amazing experiences and 
testimonials.
• New students found their courage to speak and get involved in many tasks.
• Presentations to help Understanding Plasma Science were wonderfully created.
• Public & private classes were held every week by amazing teachers in: 
Bengali, English, French, German, Hungarian, Romanian, Polish and Spanish. 
Plus many other workshops took place in additional languages. 
•• Video presentations were beautifully created to deepen the understanding of 
knowledge.
• Hosting & co-hosting, weekly scheduling, background IT, management team, 
administration, public relationship, manufacturing and development projects have 
been working on improving a smoother flow. 

“We are all here to serve” - it takes time to learn but we are successful at the end! 
So please use the semester break to let the seed of accquired knowledge sink in – and 
let it come to blossom in our next trimester.
We are the Keshe Foundation – let’s add to it and see what this flower can grow 
into. Much love to everyone! See you in a bit! 

Next trimester starts on:
SEPTEMBER 17th, 2018 
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The Keshe Foundation offers 
its space health technology

One of the aims of the Keshe Foundation is to enable Mankind to 
travel into and survive in Deep Space. A major part of any space 
program is concerned with maintaining a good health condition of 
passengers.  The passengers of future interplanetary, interstellar and 
intergalactic space travels cannot be left for months and years without 
means to restore health eventually damaged by illnesses or accidents. 

Due to the limited transportable volume of cargo and personnel on Due to the limited transportable volume of cargo and personnel on 
spaceships, it will be not practical to use conventional health care 
methods, which require a large number teams of specialized medical 
doctors and assistants, along with special equipment and inventories of 
diagnostic apparatus, surgical equipment and thousands of kinds of 

medicines in form of liquids, injections and tablets. 

TheTherefore the Keshe Foundation has set-out to develop, produce and 
test new systems to understand and bring forward a new science for 
recovery from of all ailments through one common system, which 
system operates in a similar manner to the operation of the human 
body that in the future one system can be used aboard these crafts to 

retrieve man of space from various ailments. 
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The Plasma Ball Unit is built out of high 
quality materials and can be utilized very 
flexibly. By the use of articulated arms, 
mounted on a castored* frame assembly, 
every shielded motor can be moved freely 
in all directions, therefore, a lot of 
formations can be applied in a way to 
includeinclude every part of the body, and create 
different types of concentrated fields 
(which formations were developed by 
Mehran Tavakoli Keshe and a number of 
well-known Knowledge Seekers). 
Materials used for the PBU are laser cut 
and powder coated stainless steel for the 
base-frame,base-frame, on which are fixed three 
stainless steel sockets for the carbon fibre 
rods. On these vertical carbon fibre rods 
are mounted the articulated carbon fibre 
arms, which can be moved freely.

At one castored frame, maximum 8 
articulated arms can be mounted, and 
two additional frames can be placed 
opposite each other, and be connected by 
2.5m carbon fibre rods to move several 
articulated arms along a lying body. 
Furthermore, supplementary castored 
framesframes are available too, on which can be 
mounted articulated arms, as well as a 
controller for 8 motors.

The plasmatic fields inside the Plasma Ball 
Unit are well-known and frequently used

as a basic environment for processing and 
further focusing on specific parts of the 
body of a human being or an animal. 
Furthermore, the created fields support 
heavily to connect with the soul of the 
people inside the unit and therefore gives 
a boost in processing for all people 
involved,involved, therefore the unit can also be 
seen as a training unit for space 
technology. The way how to use the 
Plasma Ball Unit and protocols for specific 
cases can be developed in the medical 
teaching of the Keshe Foundation (to 
apply, write an email to 
doctors@keshefoundation.org).doctors@keshefoundation.org).
 
The Plasma Ball Unit is CE certified 
Medical Type I and is delivered as a kit. 
Most of the components are 
pre-assembled; assembling the unit takes 
maximum 15 minutes. For further 
questions or tailor made solutions please 
contact the team of Keshe Foundation. 

GLOSSARY
*Castored = provided with castor wheels
Castor wheel = A wheel that can pivot but is not intended to govern the driving 
direction

Manufacturing Austria under office@at.kfm.global.

The development of Keshe Plasma 
devices and improvement of existing 
devices has resulted in many different 
plasma device types within the Keshe 
Foundation inventory. One of these 
devices is the Plasma Ball Unit (PBU). The 
PBU mainly consists of several spheres 
(balls),(balls), which are mounted on motors 
(dynamic systems) and therefore rotate at 
certain speeds. Inside the balls, different 
types of GANSes in different physical 
states (liquid, paste, dry powder) can be 
placed. A combination of different types 
of GANSes (field spectra) is used and 
concentratedconcentrated in order to balance the 
fields and further the matter (e.g. from 
within the organs) of the body of a 
human being or an animal.

PLASMA BALL UNIT
IS NOW AVAILABLE
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MEHRAN TAVAKOLI

KESHE

MAN YEARS ON EARTH

“Happy birthday mister Keshe, From me, and my whole family. Thank you for all, 
and i hope that every one of your wishes comes true.”

Feliz cumpleaños

Vse najboljše

La multi ani!

“Happy Birthday Mr. Keshe from me, Naomi and 
all my family. Thank you very much for all your 
support and for what you did and do for us.”

Under your leadership you have brought out the best in us. 
Keshe Foundation Ghana Limited is so lucky to have a 

wonderful person like you. Myself and all the other workers 
wish you a happy and a blessed birthday. Happy birthday to 

you, Mr Keshe. May all your wishes come true. 

 و كرزب ياه تيقفوم يارب اهوزرآ نيرتهب و ناوارف شابداش اب
كرابم تدلوت ،ناج نارهم .رتشيب هچ ره يزارفارس

“Happy Birthday Mr. Keshe. 
Wishing you a great day and a 
fantastic future. All the best.”

“Happy Birthday Mr. Keshe. I’m very happy to 
be here in the same time with you on Earth.”

On this day I want to, on behalf of the team in 
Ghana, to wish Mr. Keshe a very happy and a 

memorable birthday. Thank you.

Честит рожден ден

Πόλλ’ ἀγαθὰ γένοιτό σοι!

生日快樂

生日快樂，凱史先生~
我們以愛為你祝願。

Hey, this is Chadi speaking. Happy 
birthday, Mr Keshe. Joyeux 

anniversaire.

Happy Birthday, Mr. Keshe!
We are grateful for everything we have 
learned from you! La multi ani!

Bon Anniversaire
ديعس داليم ديع

Happy Birthday, Mr Keshe.
Joyeux anniversaire. 

Boldog születésnapot

Buon compleanno

Happy Birthday, Mr. Keshe.
We wish you love.

Wszystkiego najlepszego z okazji urodzin

Gelukkige verjaardag

Doğum günün kutlu olsun

Alles Gute zum GeburtstagС днём рождения!

जन्मदिन मुबारक हो

শুভ জন্মদিন। 

Maligayang kaarawan

“May your birthday bring you plenty of joy and love!”



KF POLANDA BEAUTIFUL JOURNEY OF KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE 
by the teachers of the Keshe Foundation Poland
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behind the Magrav unit sits a very deep 
understanding of the creation and 
transmutation of fields, and hence the 
first Magravs from leaves and roots were 
assembled. This understanding and the 
open sharing of knowledge by the 
Foundation highlighted the lack and the 
needneed for translations, so that the 
physicality of those who do not 
understand English could enjoy the 
beauty of such wonderful knowledge. As 
a result, we started to work on forming a 
group of translators and correctors. This 
group of 6-10 people continues to work 
workwork with great dedication and concern 
for others, by regularly releasing 
translations and transcriptions which 
support our weekly teachings, website 
and other areas. Thanks to the openness 
of the Foundation and its support on 
many levels, we reached a point where we 
foundfound strength and courage to become a 
part of its educational team. This was 
somehow a result of the open invitation 
issued by the KF to all those who wanted 
to become a part of it, during one of the 
Knowledge Seekers Workshops. Since 
then a beautiful journey of knowledge 
exchangeexchange started via the Zoom platform 
provided by the KF, for which we are 
extremely grateful. 

The team is focused on a number of 
initiatives to facilitate free sharing of the 
Plasma Science, some of which are 
presented in this article. At the core sit

both online and face-to-face teachings 
backed up by online presence through our 
website and Facebook pages. Our mission 
is to spread the knowledge 
unconditionally and help others gain easy 
access to the original educational 
materials through the effort of 
translations,translations, video transcriptions and 
provision of a website 
(http://kfssi.edu.pl). We are very pleased 
and honoured to be part of the Keshe 
Foundation family in the great mission of 
bringing Peace to this planet and taking 
man into the space. 

The team of students, teachers and other 
Knowledge Seekers meets twice a week, 
on Thursdays and Sundays at 21:00 CET, 
in the public teachings (zoom id: 
756-427-144). Teachings typically last 2 
hours and discussions are mostly based 
around the translation of fragments of the 
recentrecent Knowledge Seekers Workshops by 
Mr Keshe. Recordings of these sessions 
are typically available on the following day 
through the official KFSSI channel on 
Youtube under the Public Teachings in 
Polish – Nauki publiczne w języku 
polskim playlist. Translated material that 
isis a subject of each teaching, is also made 
available through the KFSSI Polska 
Youtube channel which contains a 
number of playlists.

The Keshe Foundation Poland was 
informally established by Paweł and 
Marcin in December/January of 
2015/2016. Since then the team has 
grown and now includes three teachers 
and tens of private students. Based on the 
momentum of publicity about Ing. 
MehranMehran Keshe's teachings and the 
simultaneous release of the Magrav 
blueprint for humanity, a group of people 
looking for confirmation of the veracity of 
their thinking and implementation of this 
device, very quickly gathered together. 
Initially, the exchange of views and 
ppresentation of the different 
implementations and understandings of 
the blueprint started amongst the group 
of 15 Knowledge Seekers via the Google 
Hangouts platform. After some time, 
thanks to the Keshe Foundation, we 
discovered the Zoom platform, which has 
bbroadened our presentation and 
educational abilities. At the same time, 
we started inviting some wonderful 
people from the circles of the Keshe 
Foundation, who in a beautiful and open 
way presented their understanding and 
showed that this knowledge is known 
andand recognized internationally amongst 
different cultures. 

Thanks to the support of many 
Knowledge Seekers, we understood that 

INTRODUCTION

TEACHINGS
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On the last day participants were 
presented with a freshly released, 
subtitled video of the Cancer solution in 
exchange for peace, which received a 
lot of interest. Some recordings from the 
conference are available online on the 
KFSSI Polska Youtube channel.

PublicPublic engagement activities in Poland 
continue in the form of face-to-face 
worskhops. To date, the team of 
accredited teachers successfully run two 
workshops - both took place in 2018 in 
Gdynia, Poland. We appreciate that for 
many people this technology remains a 
mysterymystery as it is silenced by the national 
media. Therefore, it is crucial to reach out 
to people and teach them the very basics 
of the Plasma Science. Nano-coating, 
gans production and practical applications 
of this technology were at the core of 
both workshops. Detailed presentation of 
theirtheir programme took place in the 46th 
One Nation One Planet One Race for 
World Peace. All thought in the 
atmosphere of correct ethos, emphasizing 
the role of emotions and intentions in this 
technology. The family of Knowledge 
Seekers is growing faster than ever!

The blueprint for peace for humanity was 
a turning point for the whole of the 
humanity. During that month of everyday 
teachings we all went deeper in the field 
strength towards the direction of our Soul 
and the Soul of the planet Earth. A new 
understanding, huge amount of 
knowledgeknowledge and a tremendous effort to 
unite the entire planet opened the gates 
of Peace. We felt that not a single Polish 
speaking person should miss out on this 
opportunity and throughout the month of 
July, on daily basis without missing a 
single day, the team of Knowledge 
SeekersSeekers presented summaries of AM and 
PM teachings and subtitled portions of 
their recordings. The blueprint month 
finished with the signing of the World 
Peace Treaty. Countless number of 
invitations for this event were sent to the 
Polish president and prime minister. Soon 
afterafter the blueprint was over, the Earth 
Council released The Constitution of 
the Blue Planet Earth now available in 
many different languages, including 
Polish. This month we celebrate the first 
anniversary of the signing of the World 
Peace Treaty by all the languages of the 
Earth. The collectiveEarth. The collective’s first steps to reach  

out to the Universal Community were 
made exactly 1 year ago and we can 
observe huge changes around us. The 
amount of violence and new conflicts 
dropped down significantly and many 
world leaders realized the power of this 
technology and the benefits of Peace. 

KF Poland is present on social media 
mainly through the Facebook platform. 
The official KF page for this language is 
called the Keshe Fundacja Polska (KF 
Polish official). By joining this group you 
will get the latest updates in the areas of 
teachings, workshops and youtube 
recorecordings, as well the ability to 
participate in discussions and to add to 
the knowledge.  

Private teaching take place on Mondays, 
21:00 CET on zoom id 949-559-976. In 
these sessions we follow the same style of 
teaching, by firstly presenting a subtitled 
part of a selected private teaching by Mr. 
Keshe and then discussing fragments of 
the teaching. Recordings of these 
meetingsmeetings are available online to the 
registered students through the Keshe 
Foundation education portal.

Affiliated group of experienced 
Knowledge Seekers runs regular public 
meetings during which Knowledge 
Seekers provide testimonials, exchange 
ideas and experiences. If you struggle to 
understand some basic concepts or need 
practical advice on how to nano-coat 
variousvarious materials or produce certain 
GANSes or plasma devices, Technologia 
Plazmowa meets every Friday at 22:00 
CET (zoom id: 933-933-9399).
 
Plasma Consultation sessions are also 
available on demand to the public - after 
sending an expression of interest to 
technologiaplazmowakonsultacje@
gmail.com. These sessions run every 
Wednesday between 21:00-23:00 CET 
(zoom id: 971-575-7040).
  
Teachers of the Polish group also 
collaborate in the private and public 
teachings in English.

The first Polish conference on Keshe’s 
Plasma Technology took place in April 
2017 in Skaryszew, Poland. Attended by 
over 140 participants this event attracted 
substantial attention and was very well 
received. Organized in-line with the ethos 
of the KF family, the 3-day participation in 
thethe conference was fairly inexpensive 
(around 40 euros in total). Each 
participant received singing and round 
magnets, small amounts of CO

2
, CuO and 

CH
3
 GANSes and promotional materials 

(cup, pen, stickers) in their participant’s 
pack. All income generated through this 
eventevent (nearly 2000 euros) was transferred 
to the Keshe Foundation to support the 
development of the research centre in 
Ghana. During these 3 days Keshe 
Foundation students and teachers gave 
talks and presentations on various topics 
related to the Plasma Technology. Plasma 
coilcoil units and other plasma devices were 
available free of charge for conference 
participants to use across all three days.

WORKSHOPS AND
CONFERENCES

BLUEPRINT FOR PEACE

SOCIAL MEDIA

The health team in Poland now has one 
medical doctor and one naturopath with 
further doctors’ applications pending. 
Doctors who need supplies of various 
GANSes, but lack time or expertise to 
produce them, are supplied by the 
students. One of the private students has 
eveneven donated a Plasma Coil Unit for the 
doctor to use in their practise. Medical 
research continues in different directions, 
outcomes of which will soon be presented 
in the KF Plasma Scientific Journal.

HEALTH
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and about 10 m around it, the corn 
remained untouched. Does this sound 
familiar? This is somewhat reminiscent of 
the plasma bubble around Tom Salas’  
garden in Dominican Republic. 

ArrangementsArrangements are made for next year to 
use the plasma technology for the 
cultivation of hemp plants. A report from 
this initiative will be made next year. 

A few months after the Magrav blueprint, 
in a small but open circle, we came to an 
understanding, that emotions and its 
functioning is an amazing educational 
and creative tool, so we started to work 
with it, carrying out a number of 
interesting experiments. Our openness in 
sharingsharing with each other without hiding 
anything, every element of the new 
understanding, led us to the position in 
which we started to work with 
non-tangible reactors. This allowed us to 
touch on - in the way not yet understood 
by us entirely - new, different capabilities 
thatthat are fully explained in a scientific and 
logical way through the work of magnetic 
plasma fields. This in turn allowed us to 
observe the next stages of the 
development of the structure of emotions 
and building confidence in ourselves, by 
ourselves - what we later called the 
bankingbanking process. Thanks to this process of 
increasing the plasmatic current and the 
simultaneous development of knowledge 
by the greatest teacher of all time - Mr 
Keshe; we started to work with others, 
educating each other both in physicality 
as well as in the dimension of the fields, 
headingheading more towards the understanding 
of the working of the fields. This 
experiment showed us that 
knowledge/understanding is a field 
strength of emotions and in its 
propagation factors such as time and 
space do not matter. Thanks to this 
understanding,understanding, in May this year, we 
decided to start a new project, which we 
called the School of Emotions. In this 
school, we learn from each other different 
relations between the fields by discovering 
and differentiating between the work of 
different non-tangible reactors. This is 
donedone non-verbally through the system of 
non-tangible, spinning star formations. 
This project aims to recognize and gain a 
greater understanding of the creation by 
working through the dimensions of our 
miraculous bodies and its dimension of 
the magnetic field strength. The project is 
completely fcompletely free, open to everyone with 

The unconditional serving continues in the 
aforementioned areas and flowers in 
other, such as the Keshe Foundation 
Wiki. The translation of the wiki into 
Polish started recently and volunteers to 
help in this and other efforts are always 
more than welcomed. Whether you are 
familiarfamiliar with the English language or not 
we could use any help in many different 
areas, including but not limited to 
graphics design, proofreading, social 
medial posting, etc. You can reach us 
either through the Universal Council 
representative’s email 
uc.polish@theuniversalcouncil.orguc.polish@theuniversalcouncil.org. 

Further workshops and conferences are 
also being planned and organized, with 
the next workshop taking place on 
Saturday 8th of September - venue to 
be decided. 

meetings taking place biweekly, on 
Tuesdays and Fridays at 22:00 CET on the 
Zoom platform (zoom id: 834-224-6046).

AGRICULTURE

EMOTIONS

FUTURE INITIATIVES
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Gravitational - Magnetic
BATTERY

Gravitational - Magnetic Battery, 
made by D. I., fifth grade schoolboy at 
I.D, Sirbu of Petrila, Hunedoara 
county, Romania. Presented at the 
Minitehnicus County Contest, 
organized at the Children's Club in 
Petrosani on 9th June 2018.

Copper wire 2,5 mm nanocoated with 
flame 4 times. 
GANS used: 10 ml GANS mix - 40% 
CH

3
, 18% CO

2
, 18% ZnO, 18% CuO.

Classic GANS made with led 
connection and nano coils covered by 
the flame method and 10% salts.

We used a 9cm nanocoated copper 
wire that was rolled over a paper 
towel that had a mix of GANSes. We 
wrapped the paper napkin with a 
28cm long and 7cm wide aluminum 
foil, to which we bent 1cm (from the 

end). Aluminum overwrap was 9 turns 
in anti-clockwise direction with 2cm 
zinc wire springs.

This battery was tested at the 
Minitehnicus contest on 9th June 2018 
in Petrosani, Romania.

After this plasma battery was 
developed, a procedure to improve 
the result was found by replacing the 
paper briefcase with cotton disks.

The Minitehnicus contest commitee 
measured the battery with a 
multimeter and the registered value 
was 0.64V. The responsible student 
received the diploma of the 1st place.

We mention that D. I. requested to be 
educated with the information from 
the plasma science and participated in 
the theoretical and practical 

workshops that were made by the 
members of Plasma Hunedoara Study 
Group, the Local Laboratory in Petrila, 
coordinated by Giani Marin Boia and 
Pelecaci Georgeta Emilia, who are 
preparing 3 high school persons for 
Vietnamese lab competitions, along 
withwith Physics teacher Cindea Nicoleta 
from Constantin Brancusi Technical 
College in Petrila. This project is 
carried out in collaboration between 
the "Constantin Brancusi" Technical 
College in Petrila, with the support of 
the Plasma Romania Scientific 
AssociationAssociation and the Keshe Romania 
Association, and National Institute for 
Research Development for Mining 
Security and Explosive Protection. 
Thank you, Mr. Keshe!

APPLICATION

OBSERVATIONS

RESULTS

REFERENCE

METHOD

PREPARATION

SETUP

OBJECTIVE
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ALS - A DEATH WISH
THAT COMES TRUE

[...] With the release of this paper 
Stichting the Keshe Foundation 
for the first time in its history 
opens the doors of its research to 
the public for a glimpse into one 
of its most closely guarded 
research programs. [...]  

WWe have developed the health section 
of our spaceship program because we 
believe the spacecraft of the future 
will not be able to carry all the 
medicines and doctors of every 
discipline required to cover all aspects 
of the health needs of people in 
long-haullong-haul deep space travels. In order 
to meet every eventual medical need 
there would be more medicine than 
food and more doctors than 
passengers on board these craft. 

This paper was written and published by Mehran Tavakoli Keshe,
founder of the Keshe Foundation, on 25.9.2013. 

In our work we consider the plasmatic 
structure of the elements and the 
interaction of the Magnetical and 
gravitational fields of these elements 
in the human body. We consider not 
only the physical method of 
connection and communication 
betweenbetween different parts of the body, 
but we look at the invisible 
connection and interactions of 
magnetic fields and gravitational 
fields of the matters of the elements 
or organs in the body relative to each 
other. This invisible but real interaction 
ofof different parts of the body is one 
reason why the world of medicine has 
such a hard time at present curing 
most ailments. 

We consider the human body to be 
like a galaxy in the universe, with all its 
physical entities and the hidden and 
invisible interactions and connections 
of its magnetic and gravitational fields 
(Magravs) forces. In a galaxy there are 
visible stars and planets and at the 
samesame time these have invisible 
Magravs connections between all 
their parts and with each other. [...]

From our research we can with 
confidence state that amyotrophic 
lateral sclerosis is a reversible 
condition, if it is discovered at the 
right time and handled in the right 
way by a competent team of 
physicians. In view of our 
developmentdevelopment of plasma technology 
and its applications, amyotrophic 
lateral sclerosis should no longer be a 
death sentence handed out by 

An insight into the
principles by which the
Keshe Foundation 
designs and operates its 
body resetting systems 

New fundamental 
criteria used in 
application to health [...]
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doctors, who tell their patients in the 
same breath that there is nothing that 
can be done to save their life as the 
present world of science has no cure 
for this killing disease. The present 
medical world cannot explain the 
origin of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 
oror what triggers this process in the 
human body. [...] 

We have been striving to understand 
why the body puts itself through this 
horrendous process of amyotrophic 
lateral sclerosis that brings about its 
death. We see this as one of the 
illnesses most likely to occur in space 
when people are away from home 
andand unknowingly can trigger such a 
process through depression or 
loneliness during long periods of 
being away from loved ones.

For the process to start, it requires two 
psychological trigger points during 
the life of the patient. One such event 
may take place in the early years or in 
the teenager phase and then for the 
illness to show itself outwardly, a 
second trigger point is needed. This 
cancan take place in the early twenties or 
in later years, causing the recurrence 
of the same feeling as in the first 
trigger point. [...] 

The point that has not been 
understood up to now is that most 
carbons are of diamond structure and 
the information received by the 
carbon through a given channel for a 
matter of a microsecond changes the 
characteristic of the carbon structure 
ofof the amino acid to given resistor 
strength level or to a given carbon 
structure of graphite atomic form as 
the carbon needs to be for a given 
current level of the information 
received from the brain for given 
retraction or reflex. In This process 
causescauses the potassium of the 
electro-motoric junction valve to be 
changed into insulating mode or 
disconnection mode, keeping the 
insulator crystal structure. [...]

In the case of amyotrophic lateral 
sclerosis for example in the 
electro-motoric junction of the fibres, 
both the lines of the electric and the 
emotional fields operate 
simultaneously, with the potassium 
functioning to contract the fibre while 
thethe sodium process retracts or opens 
the fibre, which needs the lesser force. 
In the motoric operation, the 
potassium releases stronger fields and 
so it commands a stronger and longer 
contraction, as when a man needs to 
hold onto a bar to save himself from 
falling,falling, while to open the same fingers 
the muscles use partly the reflex and 
partly a small amount of energy to 
allow the fibre to relax, which is done 
by the sodium magnetic field release. 
[...]

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis is not the 
work of one doctor; it needs a good 
dedicated team of physicians, 
psychologists, nutritionist, 
kinesiologist and neuro-tissue 
specialist to be there in every stage of 
development of the process and 
prprogress with the patient. Reversing 
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and 
multiple sclerosis requires a caring and 
dedicated team if the case is to be 
successful in all aspects. [...]

From our research into the cases of 
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis over the 
years and our understanding of how 
this process starts in the human body, 
we have called this illness the death 
wish that comes true. The affected 
person has unknowingly through two 
didifferent but similar emotional 
situations in two different stages of 
their lives wished they were dead, and 
then when their wish comes true they 
have to complete their unconscious 
desire through such a traumatically 
slow and painful death. The patient 
himselfhimself triggers the physical 
death-code of his own body. [...]

In all aspect of physics and the world 
of science man always has looked for 
the physical connection between the 
parts of the human body and has 
forgotten or never understood that as 
the human body is made of the 
plasma of protons and electrons and 
plasmasplasmas of all the atoms in the 
molecules of amino acid, these 
plasmas irradiate Magravs and receive 
Magravs of other cells, so they do not 
need a physical connection to interact 
and affect each other's performance.

The process starts by the person 
wishing to be dead, and progresses 
through paralysis and silence to 
eventual death. Now with the new 
plasma technology developed by the 
Keshe Foundation and as we have 
seen with this case and a number of 
otherother cases around the world we can 
say with confidence:

On behalf of the Keshe Foundation 
M.T. Keshe, Director of Stichting the 
Keshe Foundation Spaceship 
technology in the service of humanity.

We have enough knowledge now 
to start to reverse the process of 
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis in the 
human body psychologically, and 
then the body will reverse the 
physical damage by itself. 

Wisdom gained

Amyotrophic Lateral 
Sclerosis:

Complete published article:
https://usastore.keshefoundation.org/store/product/ALS
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It comes from a deep desire within to help 
others understand the true beauty of 
giving enlightenment unconditionally, 
without desire for return. But the amazing 
reward, that comes as a result, is ever 
more enlightenment. Which is the only 
true reward in creation.

TTranscribing subtitles is not everyone's cup 
of tea, but I humbly recommend giving it 
a go, if you feel inclined. The more, the 
merrier. There are thousands of hours of 
recorded teachings still remaining to be 
worked on and only a relatively few 
dedicated Souls, at the moment, doing 
this important service.this important service.

A special thanks to all the team who have 
welcomed me so warmly into their midst.
And I'm here to stay.

For thise willing to join the transcribers 
team, please e-mail us at:
subtitles@kfssi.org

In doing so, he has fast tracked mankind's 
understanding of every aspect of his 
existence, many thousands of years ahead 
of what we thought we knew. Each 
spoken word in these workshops is a 
valuable gem, serving to collectively bring 
enlightenment to humanity, knowingly or 
unknowinglunknowingly. It's Soul to Soul 
communication, at it's best.

The most amazing thing, to me, about 
transcribing and editing these subtitles, is 
realising the deep connection that occurs 
between all Knowledge Seeker's involved 
in this process, on a Soul level.
Transcribing subtitles is exactly like 
weaving a beautiful Persian Rug. Every 
single knot (sound bite) has to be carefully 
tied into the base fabric (the video 
recording). It takes time, patience and 
extraordinary concentration to keep every 
knot in correct colour and position. The 
endend result is a priceless and beautiful 
creation for the pleasure of future 
generations. It's is a very fine art, indeed.
No amount of value can be placed upon 
this work. It is priceless service. 

One of the ways M.T. Keshe delivers his teachings to the 
world is through the Knowledge Seekers Workshops. 
He speaks, without a script, directly from his Soul. 

Your Servant,
Doug MacDonald
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by Klaus Priller

JOIN US

Private teachings
Existing class recordings of M.T. Keshe are 
being reviewed and new ways of 
understanding the Plasma Technology are 
being discussed during class.

Experiments and experiences are being 
shared between students via private 
student chats.

Topics during this 2nd Trimester included 
for example:
- Basic introduction series to Plasma 
Technology, 
- Soul teaching series, 
- Training classes for future teachers, 
- Playing with Plasma Fields 
and many moand many more. 
The 3rd Trimester is approaching.

are usually held at 2pm & 5pm CEST
(Central European Summertime)

To apply as a student please use the following link:
https://kfssi.org/student-application-form
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